The Tech Staff Elections Held
Seven Junior Board Members Are Chosen
Seven Sophomores were elected to membership on the Junior Board of Directors at the Tech Staff meeting of Tuesday evening. The first meeting of the new term was held for the purpose of selecting seven new members to fill vacancies left by the graduating members of last year's Board.

"Watch" Marks To Be Issued Soon To Navy V-12 Unit
Members of the Navy V-12 unit at Tech are preparing for the issuance of "watch" marks, commonly known as "watch" marks, on their uniforms starting today. The "watch" marks are currently being prepared recently by Lieutenant P. F. Craig, O.M.N.R. Uniforms will be sent out by companies next month, each man receiving only one uniform at a time. Upon getting back the uniform which branch marks have been sewn, they will send out another uniform. This process will continue until both branch marks have been sewn on all dress and Undress blue uniforms.

Army Men Help TCA Reach Goal
Total Of Annual Drive Contributions Now $2773

With the aid of $323 contributed by Army men living in the Senior and undergraduate dormitories of the Christian Student Association's annual drive "over the top" yesterday afternoon, TCA's total contributions, together with other contributions that have been received, is now up to $2773. This is a good showing for the regular drive last month, brought in a total of $315.04.

Of the total, the T.C.A. will receive $2105.34 while the remainder will be allocated to the New England Student Service Fund. The T.C.A.'s profits from the drive, however, will be used for contributions to the W.S.F.P.

Pledge Payables
Pledges made during the regular drive last month are payable on or before Monday, November 8. As of now, it is feared that there are quite a few who have not paid their pledges, but efforts are being made to get them in as soon as possible.
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A.T.S.P. To Hold Christmas Dance
Copley Plaza Hotel Is Site Of Formal Ball
The Technology A.T.S.P. Unit is planning a formal Christmas Ball to be held on Saturday evening, December 17, at the Copley Plaza Hotel from 8:00 P.M. until midnight.

The committee is planning a nationally-known name band for the entertainment, although a definite choice has not yet been made. Tickets will be on sale at $3.50, and the proceeds will be sold to members of the A.T.S.P. unit and the students of the Advanced R.O.T.C.

International Club Plans Dance For November 20
The International Club will hold a dance at the Hayden Memorial Hall of the Boston University School of Business to be held on Friday, November 20, at 8:00 P.M. The proceeds of the dance will be utilized for scholarships, and the money will be used for scholarships, and the money will be used to support the activities of the club.

The dance will be held at the Hayden Memorial Hall of the Boston University School of Business and will be open to all students of the university. The dance will be a formal event, and tickets will be available at the Hayden Memorial Hall. The proceeds of the dance will be donated to the university's scholarship fund, and the money will be used to support the activities of the club.
NO REST FOR THE WEARY

The hackneyed expression "no rest for the weary" describes in a trite but none-the-less correct fashion the fraternity situation.

If it is not plans for Hell Week, it is plans for Rush Week. The accelerated program being constituted as it is, even the merger time which elapses between terms is barely sufficient for fraternity work. We resolutely get out and put into action. This use of time forces many of Technology's fraternity men to lose by far the greater part of their vacation. With the unusual strain imposed by the necessity of studying throughout the entire year, these vacations are necessary if the student is to justify his capabilities.

For this reason it seems to us that the Interfraternity Conference can do a very valuable piece of work by placing some sort of limitations upon both Hell Week and Rush Week.

Possibly it would be an aid to the fraternities, as well as to the fraternity men, if the Interfraternity Conference would make this organization less of an ornament and more of a reality.

The following elections:

Robert A. Arrison, Jr., 6-45, Associate Advertising Manager.

Elected to the Freshman Staff from the News Department: T. Nicholas Berlage, 46; John Hull, 45, Correspondence Editor; and John S. Jordan, 45, Assistant Managing Editor.

The Managing Board of The Tech is pleased to announce the following elections:

The following men were elected to the staff of the Photographic and Engraving Departments: Kenneth W. McGrath, 45; Robert S. McClintock, Jr., 6-45; and Philip A. Kohring, 2-45.

"another term, another failure," or better yet, "back to the back-up to the back-up," that was the parting message from the back-up all ye Tech men who managed to survive the active bid and meet the "minimum scholarship requirements" straight through.

We will now have a moment of silence for the boys who were unfortunate enough to have left the Institute for training centers, boot camps, and other initiations during the last few weeks. Whether the "Pledge" will ever supply the music for the evening and the festivities to stop at midnight, since YU thralls have such liberty for the occasion and the students of the University's colleges will be present, the get together promise to be a colorful event.

The Senate Announced that the following elections:

For the students who long for the "fun-loving class of '45 has chosen Tacy Fustor to entertain at the largest dance of the term. 'The Gay 90's Band of 1945" comes here from the Paramount in New York where it has been for the past several weeks.

Table reservations for the Thursday night dance descents start on Monday and the contest for tables must be turned in at the desk in Building 18 before Wednesday in order to be in the big. J. P. Jones.

Rush Week should be limited so that each house will not be forced to break its neck trying to "beat out" its rivals. Unregulated competition always results in the mutual exhaustion of the competitors, and this is particularly true now.

An excellent start toward fraternity coordination was made during Rush Week by the collection and distribution of rations stamps. We hope that this effort will be extended this year so that the members of M.I.T. fraternities may be able to spend their time in greatly needed relaxation, rather than in writing numerous letters and hurrying back to Boston after only a day or two at home.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF ELECTIONS

The Managing Board of The Tech is pleased to announce the following elections:

The following were elected to positions on the Junior Board: H. James Rosenberg, 6-45, Circle of Views; Herbert A. Frankel, 6-45, Treasurer; and John S. Jordan, 45, Assistant Managing Editor.

For the members of M.I.T. fraternities may be able to spend their time in greatly needed relaxation, rather than in writing numerous letters and hurrying back to Boston after only a day or two at home.

Next year so that the members of M.I.T. fraternities may be able to spend their time in greatly needed relaxation, rather than in writing numerous letters and hurrying back to Boston after only a day or two at home.
Tech Harriers Victorious Beat Tufts, Northeastern Also Win Over Worcester

Art Schwartz Leads Balancing Team For Both Victories
The M.I.T. cross-country team has added two more victories for the current season by beating Tufts and Northeastern in a double meet at Worcester, Monday, and a triangular at the latter's course in Medford.

In meeting the Worcester opposition, Tech ran up against a formidable union team on his own home turf. Trinity, Connecticut, Salem, Northeastern, and Tufts, all three of whom were previously known to the Tech, harriers were asked to replace their earliest successes, but the hosts at Al Quirti did the just at the very start of the race. After a start, Art Schwartz soon put at least a 200 yards lead on the opponents' hope for a hitherto unbeaten team on Friday, November 5, same time. All of the Tech team will be out to repeat their earlier successes, I

in his first year out for track. He placed five men to take an almost fine balance shown in all the current season by beating Worcester travel over to Medford for a three-way meet with Tufts and Northeastern on the 3.9 mile golf of 19.55.0 just 5 seconds under the lead at the end of the out to the seventeen teams who by the Cambridge runners were for Tech. The total places taken were; NST 7 8 11 15 17

In the Homberg Infirmary

Evelyn B. Yates

E. 7 8 11 15 17

Regular practice sessions are being held in the basement of the dormitories. Coach Joe Levris, one of the freshmen, states that a thin but extremely opaque graphite is being made to hold meets with Bates, Maine, Conn, State, Tufts, Northeastern, and M.I.T.

Infirmary List
In the Hingham Infirmary last Saturday, November 3, the following names were on the list of patients:

1. Laura O'Neill, 10-44, managers of the Officers' House;
2. Louis R. Smith, 10-44, the only Tufts man to win the lead from the start. Tech Leads

Football Tourney Begins This Week Round Robin Playoffs To Start Thanksgiving
The Beaver Key Football Tourna- ment has been divided into three brackets with the first two games to be played today and six more games scheduled for tomorrow. The brackets will continue up to Thanksgiving weekend when there will be a Round Robin playoff among the Leaders.

The rules have already been sent out to the seventeen teams who have registered for the tournament. Three rules were adopted from the Dartmouth-Army A.S.S.C. touch- play, and two unique rules adopted by the Beaver Key rules which unfortunately have been lost. Since these new rules are slightly cit- ed from the old, there have already been several complaints made. As Ken Keeling, '44, and John Hull, '44, managers of the tournament, these complaints are being considered by the men eligible to receive penalties, etc. It is therefore suggested that before the game the captains of the teams meet to discuss possible changes in the rules. If there should be any last minute changes in the rules of the Round Robin, a definite set of rules will then be presented.

Teams are asked to report as early as possible so that the game may be started at the appointed time. The field designated on the schedule may be changed but all games rules will remain the same. It is an urgent need for referees and at least two men with experi- ence are asked to see either Hull or Keeling at the Graduates House.

M.I.T. Swimmers Swing Into Action
Once again the M. I. T. F. T. Fencing Team is acting into action. All the regular practices will take the place of the inform- al fencing which has been going on all summer. Preparations are being made to hold meets with such colleges as Brown, Dartmouth, Amherst, Boston University, and others.

Regular practice sessions are being held immediately and the teams will be held in the basement of the dormitory. Coach Joe Levris has selected last time Olympic champion, and his fencing demands minimum officiating regularly every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 4:00 p.m. on. The team will be captained by the veteran Dick Macnair. Other members of the team include such as L. M. Newbury, May Grinnell '44, Dick Logan '44, John Vieten '48, S. D. Holmes '48, Dick Marden '46, Nelson '44, and Walt Minterman '48, will be reinforced and civilian newsmen.

Last Year's Record Revivable
Last year the M. I. T. I. swords- men went through an undefeated season. They showed a striking record by defeating Dart- mouth, Boston University, Boston College, and Harvard. The team this year shows much promise, and hopes are high that they will carry the record past last year's commendable perfor- mance.

M.I.T. Defeats Harvard, Yale In Sailing Meet
Third Cup For Tech Brodes Intercollegiate Henry Moses Memorial
Last Saturday and Sunday the Tech sailingers distinguished themselves by winning the famed Shell Trophy in the annual Paul Detrich Regatta which this year was held at the Institute. In an extra race which was held because of a deadlock of first place be- tween Technology and Harvard, the M.I.T. sailors showed considerable strength as they came in three boats ahead of the Harvard boat, winning the regatta by three points.

There were nine colleges par- ticipating in the regatta, finishing in the order: M.I.T. 154 points, Harvard, 197; Coast Guard, 140; Yale, 139; Tufts, 130; Northeastern, 111; Holy Cross, 99; Brown, 55; and Williams, 35. All the colleges were represented in the first divi- sion, and only seven in the sec- ond. The skippons for M.I.T. were H. B. Bourne and Sam Parkman.

Close All The Way
Of the nine originally scheduled races, six were to be held on Satur- (Continued on Page 3)
Outing Club Plans Last Three "Three Ring Circuses" Of Year
Cycling Trip Planned; Hikes and Riding Jaunt Featured On Weekend
The last three annual "Circuses" of the season will be held by the Outing Club next weekend. Monday, November 7, and Tuesday, November 8, the group plans to ride a bicycle trip from the Harvard yard to Cambridge, to take place on the campus.

Several planning meetings to go the cycling trip should go to the front stage of the evening at the Outing Club headquarters on the third floor of the Harvard yard on Monday afternoon at 3:00 P. M. It will be held, which was quite unexpected that the Harvard yard will be held on Saturday, November 9, in Room 202 of Northeastern University, at 7:45 P. M.

A.L.E.E. To Hear Talk on Electronics
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers recently announced that the annual scientific session will be held on Tuesday, November 1, in Room 202 of Northeastern University, at 8:00 P. M. It will be held in the presence of the members of the A.I.E.E. of Northeastern University.

Three Ring Circus

Technology Wins
The Schell Trophy
(Continued From Page 1)
and three on Sunday. All the entries were quite artistic, and the judging was particularly difficult. But the best entry was the one by the members of the Outing Club, who won first prize. They made a model of a miniature dinghy at the time, and brought it to the jury for judging. They were very pleased with the result. The prize was a trip to the coast, which they plan to take sometime soon.

Technology Wins
Baseball Game Also
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